Mind Made

Deep within a frigid forest, far detached from the reality of everyday life, a small house sits.
Inside its weathered walls, Annie s fingers fly effortlessly over an old keyboard, as the
freezing rain of a brutal winter night slashes against the windowpane like a serial killer s
blade. Behind her, the television forecasts the violent actions of a world crying out for a
savior to come heal their battered lives, and resurrect their broken dreams. As a shot rings out,
Annie is ripped from the confines of her tiny existence and plunged into a land where the
yellow eyes of unseen predators peer at her from the depths of the terrifying night. As the
intrigue unfolds, Annie is united with three partners. Matthew, a young man whose humor
masks the hero that lives inside his soul; Dean, a seductive stranger whose passion conceals
the indifferent life he left behind; and, Julie, a woman whose endless search for a better life
has placed her unwittingly at Annie s side. When the unlikely quartet faces the master of their
fate, the harrowing road that ll lead them back home is revealed. As the game begins, the
characters are pushed to their mental and physical limits, forcing them to overcome differences
and combine strengths to save each other, and unveil the secret that could rescue all of
humanity. Mind Made is an action packed thrill ride that pits pure evil against a team whose
overpowering faith and steadfast beliefs will force the world to stand up and fight for their
survival.
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